**Legal officer says higher-ups did not effect Calley charges**

By BARBARA PARISH

Lansing (AP) — A Lansing attorney has asked a federal judge to dismiss a $100,000 suit brought against the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney who prosecuted Maj. Charles A. Lathrop in his December


defense of the trial. Lansing Attorney General Joe Haas said the suit was filed on behalf of the Michigan residents who were charged with violating the rights of the people of the United States.


**Tues., February 10, 1970**

**Open forum**

Open forum on the proposed revision to the 1971-72 budget, which was held at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Capitol.

**Tickets, please**

Tickets for the open forum are available at the State Office Building, 150 E. Michigan Ave., Lansing.

**Dean sought for college of osteopathy**

A search is being conducted to identify an ideal candidate for the position of dean of the nation's first college of osteopathy. The search is being conducted by the Association of Osteopathic Colleges and Schools of the United States.

**Nationalism can answer black problems - Jackson**

JEANNE SADLER

Associate Campus Editor

Rev. Joseph Jackson, national director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, told the National Association of Broadcasters on Wednesday that black nationalism can answer the problems of black people in America.

**Lack of funds prevents plant power addition**

By VIRGINIA ROBERTSON

The Lansing Board of Education has announced that it will not seek state aid for the construction of a power plant at the new campus.
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**DECREASING**

Pill publicity prompts debate among local MDs

BY SUSAN BUEHLKE

State News Staff Writer

The pill is a popular topic of conversation among patients and physicians alike. However, the debate continues as to whether the pill is the answer to the nation's problems.

**Nixon's budget surplus criticized by Mahon**

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon's proposed budget surplus is being attacked as unrealistic by Robert S. Mahon, a Republican congressman from New York.
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The Lansing Board of Education has announced that it will not seek state aid for the construction of a power plant at the new campus.
Free Spirit Boot & Shoe Sale

Specials - 80c
Beats to Stock Final Clearance SALE

Free Spirit

FREE SPIRIT, Inc.
202 W. Mill St.
Hillsboro, Ohio

Save 15% on our entire line of boots and shoes.

Precision imports tailoring in fine sports cars

New Open - Our new Boot Shop. Stop by
for a great surprise.

701 E. Kalamazoo by Typo.

Do you think a bright young engineer should spend his most imaginative years on the same assignment? Neither do we.

That's why we have a two-year Rotation Program for graduating engineers who want an engineering career with the opportunity to work on a variety of projects.

At Hughes, you might work on aero-transportation, communications satellites and/or tactical missile systems during your first two years. All you need is an EE, ME or Physics degree and talent.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
February 16, 1970

Representatives of several activities of Hughes Aircraft Company (each with highly-specialized personnel requirements) and separate interview scheduling will visit your campus. If your career interests lie in one or more of the following fields of aerospace-electronics, contact your Placement Officer TODAY to make sure your name is on the interview scheduling list.

MICROSCOPIC / ANEURISM ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

MICROWAVE / ANTENNA ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

MICROWAVE / ANTENNA ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

MICROWAVE / ANTENNA ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

MICROWAVE / ANTENNA ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

MICROWAVE / ANTENNA ENGINEERING
Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering

If you qualify, we'll arrange for you to work on different assignments, and you can help pick them.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad systems-type jobs. Or you can choose not to change assignments if you'd rather develop in-depth skills in one area.

Either way, we think you'll like the Hughes approaches.

It means you'll become more versatile in a shorter time.

(And your assignments will show it.)

HUGHES

Bator Opticians
505 Albert (Next to State Theater) ED 2-1322

GOOD VISION

Prescription lenses ground
Complete selection in stock
Bifocals
Contact lenses
Batteries while you wait

SIR PIZZA

10 minute pizza service

20% discount on carryout orders only with coupon

- Locations -
351-7363 132 N. Harrison
487-3733 247 E. Kalamazoo

Tuesday, February 10

Blood drives to begin today

The annual event on the Oval lawn,愁血, will be held today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Masonic Temple. Bus service will be provided. Students may also donate blood at the Blood Bank, located in the Student Center, beginning Wednesday, February 10.
Hoffman denies acquittal motion
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TRICKS, An Easy Rider: vote 'NO' on Issue Five

We do not want to say that the ASMSU Board is trying to run a game on the student body -- but it sure looks like it.

The proposal to raise the student tax from fifty cents to one dollar should have been rejected because of the issue concerning the restructuring of the ASMSU Cabinet. At best, this innovative plan seems to be designed because it engenders the passage of the needed budget changes and, at worst, it represents an attempt to punish the tax by a rider on the reform package.

If ASMSU has a number of good reasons for requesting this tax hike -- as is their assertion -- then the burden of proof is upon them. Thus far, nothing of a convincing nature has been presented by the Board of the student tax.

The tax should be a separate issue. Granted, if it were forced to stand alone it may very well have failed; however, if the Student Board has the power to refuse to present it to the Student Senate, then they feel the necessity to get their legislation passed by taxers.

Married students need minority voice on Board

There is a pressing need on a campus as diverse as this one to ensure proper representation to significant minority groups and their special interests. Section 2, subsection 22(a) of the ASMSU constitution takes a major step in this direction by providing for the first time a seat on the Board of directors to be filled by an 'open seat' candidate who someday may be married to a student of another race, creed, or color. This is an historic step, but one that is a long overdue.

Neither do we intend to see the minority voice as a matter of social interest alone, but rather as a matter of social responsibility. The majority voice is a necessity in order to prevent the over representation of one group in the Board and the exclusion of another.

In the case of married students, the minority voice is a necessity. Marlins of one race, creed, or color is an essential power in the Board of directors.

...so vote, already!

Whether right or wrong whether beneficial to students or detrimental to the needs of students; whether the intent is to promote or to suppress, the intent is a cloak of trickery. The student referendum on the proposed constitution is on Tuesday and it will be held only if the majority consents by their votes on this subject constitute one of the constituencies.

John Borgor

Let minority views be heard

Honor AtLsloms blackchair

The reference to the Polish race via the specter of 'political'.

It is of utmost importance that the subject matter is defined in a correct and accurate manner.

A perfect example of this immaturity was when my professor asked me to discuss my family history. I soon realized that my in-depth family tree could be used by someone as a tool to further my political agenda.

Honor AtLsloms blackchair

Citizens Boynton, South Bend, IN

Blacks History Today

From King George Ill to our 200th birthday

EDITORIAL:

The American Negroes are in the forefront of the struggle for democracy and freedom. The Negroes have always been at the center of the fight for civil rights, and have made significant contributions to the nation's history.

The dates between 1763 and 1776 are significant ones in the history of the nation. The American Revolution began and ended during this period. The struggle for independence from Great Britain continued until 1783, when the Treaty of Paris officially ended the war.

The following are some important events that occurred during this period:

1. The appointment of John Adams as Minister to France
2. The signing of the Treaty of Paris
3. The establishment of the United States
4. The drafting of the Constitution

These events marked the beginning of a new nation, one that would one day become the most powerful country in the world.

Today we celebrate the 200th anniversary of our country's birthday. It is a day to reflect on our history and remember the sacrifices made by those who came before us.

John Borgor
Deferen not necessarily assured by class standing

By AUGI MILLER
State News Staff Writer

Marvin Pierson, assistant to the provost at the University of Michigan, has announced the formation of a new Oakland County University of Michigan deferral committee. The committee will be responsible for evaluating the eligibility of students who wish to defer their studies.

Pierson explained, however, that the committee's decision on whether or not to grant deferrals is based on several factors, including the student's academic performance and their personal circumstances.

The committee will also consider the impact of the deferral on the student's future plans and career goals. Additionally, the committee will evaluate the impact of the deferral on the student's family and community.

Pierson emphasized that the committee is committed to making decisions that are in the best interest of both the student and the university. The committee will work closely with the student to ensure that they understand the impact of the deferral and to help them develop a plan for returning to the university.

The committee will meet on a regular basis to review applications and make decisions on a case-by-case basis. The committee is open to feedback and suggestions from students, parents, and the community.

The committee's decision will be based on a thorough evaluation of the student's academic performance, personal circumstances, and future plans. The committee will consider the impact of the deferral on the student's family and community.

Pierson concluded, "We want to ensure that students who need to defer their studies have the support and resources they need to make the best decision for their future. We will work closely with students to help them achieve their goals and return to the university when they are ready."
Study finds abortion laws unsuited to needs

By MARIAN NORDAEI
State News Staff Writer

Abortions laws are both harmful and unsuitable for society's needs and highly ineffective, David Michaelman, a psychology graduate student, has found in his dissertation work.

As a research professor at Michigan State University, Michaelman, aimin, has been working on an extensive series of studies on abortion since 1969. His findings, he feels, indicate that the present laws on abortion are not adequate.

Michaelman's survey shows that the public wants liberalization of abortion laws at least to include cases of rape, possible deformities in the child or the mother's life.

The need to legislate social mores, which allow the individual to make personal decisions, he said, refers more to a Catholic priest who said "it was essential with some pragmatic rationalization in mind." He said "the need was to look at the personal moral considerations and it is especially felt in such areas as abortion, birth control, and sterilization.

"Too much of the hoo-ha (concerning abortion) is rooted in individual morals. We're working out between social mores and individual ethics, now we're finding the disconnection between the two."

Agreed.

"The need to legislate social mores, which allow the individual to make personal decisions, he said, refers more to a Catholic priest who said "it was essential with some pragmatic rationalization in mind." He said "the need was to look at the personal moral considerations and it is especially felt in such areas as abortion, birth control, and sterilization.

"Too much of the hoo-ha (concerning abortion) is rooted in individual morals. We're working out between social mores and individual ethics, now we're finding the disconnection between the two."

Ajax, Detroit, Flint and possibly Grand Rapids are in the plans of Michigan citizens to assist in this humanitarian cause.

The governor referred to Might Academy of Detroit, a group called "the most important people in America" in the field of the human rights of the female children in this country.

"The governor said he was "very proud of Michigan volunteers who are working on this cause," he said.

"In the Lansing and East Lansing area, there are 2,000 volunteers, Michigan volunteers," Michaelman said. "They are creating a drive for aid in a few days, in order to organize a drive to assist the Mississippi children and orphans...

All the World Loves a Lover. Especially People with Something to Sell.

Caring married and single is a list of people who know the news. They are not likely to follow the news, they are likely to have babies, or to be parents, or to be in a relationship that is growing. They might have babies, or to be parents, or to be in a relationship that is growing ...

The second edition of 'Preview', a student literary magazine, will be in no time today. The Ottawa, 230 Munn Hall, will be available at MUSU December. Price of the magazine is 20 cents.

The magazine was established last fall by Jon Paul and Gay Johnson, graduate students in English, who realized the need for a literary magazine where students could get their works published. Jon Paul is looking for contributors for the next edition due to come out in spring. Students who wish to work on the magazine's editing and design work should contact Jon Paul at 523 Martin Hall.
Higher education gets Great Issue

"Students and Students" is the title of the spring Great Issue course offered in April at the University of Michigan. The course is designed to foster critical thinking among students, and it encourages students to question the institution they attend and to explore the role of higher education in society. The course will consist of discussions, seminars, and workshops led by faculty members from various departments.

Acapulco trip, $50 off

At the University of Michigan, the spring break policy is in place for students to travel safely. The university requires students to obtain a permit from the International Student and Scholar Services office before traveling outside the country. This policy ensures that students are aware of the potential risks associated with travel and that they have the necessary support from the university.

Folk benefit

The David Lowery Folk Benefit was held on campus Feb. 7. Kent Wingfield, professor, and the music department hosted a free lunch for students attending the benefit. The event was a great opportunity for students to appreciate and support local folk music.

CONVENIENT, EFFECTIVE

Library paging favored in poll

By PAULA BRAY

Do you like it when the library automatically rings your pager when you have a hold on a book? A recent poll by the Michigan State Library revealed that 74% of respondents preferred this service. The poll was conducted to gauge the popularity of the library's paging system and to evaluate the convenience it offers to students.

LIBRARY BREAKS RECORD WITH GRAMMY NOMINATIONS

The University of Michigan Library recently received several nominations for the Grammy Awards, including Best Album for Research, Best Video for Performance, and Best Information Science. These nominations reflect the library's commitment to excellence and innovation in the field of information science.

DIG SEXY CHICKS?

Try "Suite Charity" and the Gables Tonight

"Suite Charity" is a popular event that takes place every year on campus. It is a fundraiser for a local charity and is known for its fun atmosphere and lively music. The Gables is a popular bar on campus and is known for its energetic atmosphere and live music. Both events are great opportunities for students to enjoy themselves and support a good cause.

Professor has his fill of cherry pie filling

By ANN HODGE

The University of Michigan教授 Dr. John D. Hodge is known for his expertise in the field of cherry pie filling. He has been collaborating with local farmers to develop new varieties of cherry pie filling that are both delicious and nutritious. These efforts have led to a significant increase in the popularity of his pie filling.

JAZZ FOR A COUPLE

Musique de la nuit presents ARTHUR MILLERS

Starring DOUGLAS WATSON, JOSEPH BULLOUGH, BETTY MILLER, CARLE BENSEN

Directed by JOSEPH ANTHONY

Tues., Feb. 17, 8:15 p.m.

UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

Tickets $3, $2 for students and members of the University Community. Available at the University Bookstore, 905 E. Washington, or by calling 763-1300. For information, call 763-1300.

AN NIC THEATRE
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By MIKE MANLEY

State News Sports Writer

Still looking for that elusive first win against a Big Ten team, Michigan will host Wisconsin at 8 p.m. at the Fieldhouse.

In the midst of a five-game Big Ten losing streak, they desperately need a home victory against the Badgers to stay above .500 in Big Ten play. Michigan is 1-6, while Wisconsin is 5-3 and in fifth place.

Michigan, after coming back from 35 down to put Notre Dame out of sight in the final 90 seconds of the game to win, 87-85, on a rebound of Star Jackson's free throw, should be able to use the momentum from that game to win tonight.

Wisconsin has been slow to start out the season and has struggled against some top teams, but they've come back with a win against Purdue last week.

This is a good opportunity for Michigan to get back on the winning track. Coach John Beilein's team has shown they can come back from adversity and it will be important for them to do so tonight.

Michigan will need to focus on their defense and limit Wisconsin's scoring opportunities. They will also need to establish a dominant presence in the paint, as they have done in recent games.

Wisconsin's top players, including Brad Davison and Keita Bates-Diop, will be key to their success.

Beilein will likely go with a more experienced lineup, as he has in recent games, to try and get the best possible performance from his team.

Michigan has shown they can come back from big deficits, and with the right mindset and focus, they can beat Wisconsin tonight.
**S**'grapplers set win mark

**BY GARY WALKOWICZ**
Executive Sports Editor

UCLA cagers No. 1, now jumps to 11th.

**Joe Anastos**

John Carlos

UCLA cagers No. 1, now jumps to 11th.

**NEW YORK (AP)—**

UCLA, ranked No. 1 in the country Monday in national ratings of the United Press International major college basketball coaches.

The Bruins, the only major

university team in the nation,

and 46 of a possible 49 voters, is

ranked against the Spartans.

Michigan State University will

start Saturday (3-21) and Miller (6-7),

and Mike Glines (11-3) at center. Bruce Noyes, the top Scorer in Michigan State with 6.4 points a game, also plays forward.
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Olin contraception policy: doctor-patient consultation
Wharton's assistant muses over nine month syndrome

By ANN HODGE
State News Staff Writer

Dr. Hertha Ballard, assistant to President Wharton, said she is beginning to feel like a "virus of a nine month syndrome." Ballard came to campus in January 1966, and worked with John Halren only nine months before MSU's top administrator of 20 years left for Washington. At the time, Ballard was a doctoral candidate; she is now a full professor and Wharton's assistant, a post so new that Ballard herself has had only two years to adjust to it.

"Man admits to 68 hijacking"

MASSACHUSETTS (AP) A man identifying himself as Lawrence Moody Rhode, SCREENED WORKER FROM THE JOURNAL TO THE NEWSPAPER OF THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, said Tuesday that he was forced to leave his job after "fighting exactly what the president wants on it." He said it is impossible for him to move and declare that he brought it to the public statement because it is no day to day action routine.

"The only thing I expect to do every day is answer the mail," he said. Even the phone suits greatly, he said, with the complaining parent a request to return from a friend to a student.

"Accused slayer demands hearing"

BIG RAPIDS, Mich. (UPI) - Michael Bay Kodrowitz, 19-year-old suburban bank clerk, demanded district court examination today in connection with the slaying of a young Lansing, Mich., bank official. Kodrowitz was renamed without bond by Judge George C. Sleeper, who saw the case for the hearing.

He was charged with first degree murder in the stabbing death and assault of Nona Jane Bagby, 21, of Allen Park, whose party nude and从名 body was discovered in a field Jan. 35.

The other two changes were from rape of one and attempted rape of another from State College court this week on charges of murder, but have been released pending further investigation.

"Burns' letter"

Nancy Bagby was an employee of a local pharmacy and engaged in a Farm State College student. Kodrowitz is married and the father of a 1-month-old girl.

GET IT FROM US FOR THE BEST CAR DEAL TRY DETROIT
Any Make or Model New or Used
IN LANSING CALL AL or LOU
637-1209
RICHARD BUCK
Grace Points Park, Mich.

Hello, Colonel. This is Colonel David Caldwell, operations officer, 20th...